Thinking Bigger Questionnaire

The following ten questions will assess your strengths and challenges regarding the traits and characteristics identified as necessary to Think Bigger. By answering the questions below you will determine which traits will benefit from your immediate attention. On a 1 through 10 scale, (1 is low and 10 is high), please rate yourself on the following questions:

1. I have an **unshakeable belief** in my ability to accomplish something extraordinary? [ ]
2. I have the **ability** and **willingness** to overcome fear and adversity in the pursuit of the extraordinary? [ ]
3. I have an **unwavering commitment** to learning and growth in pursuit of the extraordinary? [ ]
4. I have **mastered the language** and **self talk** necessary to achieve the extraordinary? [ ]
5. I have the ability to **make connections** between **divergent perspectives** and to **develop alternative viewpoints**? [ ]
6. I have the ability to **remain assertively optimistic** in the face of adversity and or conflict? [ ]
7. I have a **network of supporters** who believe in my efforts to create something extraordinary? [ ]
8. I have a **deep sense of gratitude** for all of my blessings as well as a corresponding **generosity**? [ ]
9. I have cultivated an **unwavering discipline** that focuses on **continual growth** and **progress** not on perfection? [ ]
10. I have a reputation for **continuously venturing outside** of the known and or predictable? [ ]

**Your score out of a possible 100** [ ]

What are the implications for this score?

What question did you give the highest and lowest score to? What are the implications for these questions being rated highest and lowest?